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0 Educational- ImpliCations of a- Study On 4

Relations between Word Meanings and Identification of -

words in Spoken Sentences'b, Hearing-Impaired Children
o

The paper entitled "Relations between Word Meanings and Identificati

Words in Spoken Sententes by Hearing-ImpairedChildren-f" describes rose

conducted in a bontrolled experimental setting. This'addendum consid

4

posfaible implications of the study for the classroom. In making rec., endations

for the classroom, liberty is taken to be somewhat speculative.

The retults hicate'that hearing-impaired children with suffAeamt

residual hearing do use sentence context to identify words in sentences

that are not clearly intelligible. Moreover, children can use context even

when there is not an opporten ty.for lipreading.

Making children aware o owthey can use context to bet* understand

sentences may,' improve listening skills. Such awareness'imay also help

fiprove reading and notetaking because these are activities in which anticipating

words on the basis of context may improve performance.

A possible exercise the teacher could use in the Classroom would be to

read aloud to the children sentences dimilar to the ones used in the invest$,-

gation.° These sentences may help children discover hew they use context I

listening to sentences.' Two kinds of sentences can be used:. (a) Senten

7
that contain contextual cues. (e.g. The little dog has a mi.) (b)

Sentences that do not contain contextual cues. (e.g. The tail was grey.)

After hearing 'ones! these sentences, the child can'be asked which of the

similar sounding alternatives is correct (e.g.
.

pail vs.,tail.).

Word discrimination training seems to play a key role in the use of contextual



Abstract

In Experiment 1, 44 normal-hearing childred read incomplete sentences

and chose among two alternatives the ward- picture that best completed the

sentence. From thdit responses, 12 sentences wereaidentified (4 piirsim

which rhyming test horde were predictable from the context and four in which

14

one from the test-word pair was not 41Tedictable). These 12 sentences were

. .

then presented to 26 hearing-impairedschildren who responded in the same

general manner as the normal-hearing children. In Exteriment 2, 21 of the

same 26 hearing-impaiied children, who met strict speech discrimination training

criteria, heard variations of the 12-sentence- s over headsets in whichthe
. . ,

relationship between a context word and 'one of a rhyming test-word pair was

tither reasonable, unreasonable, or neutral. Afetr each sentence, the child

decided whether he had heard the test word-or its alternative, which 'differed

in either the initial Or final consonant. Sig4ificantly more correct identifi-

cations were made on the4reasonable and neutral sentencds than on that unreaionable

ones: Average means were 812,olethe reasonable sentence, 642 on the neutral

ones and 342 of the unreasonable ones.

o
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Relations between Word Meanings and Identification

of Words in Spoken Sentences by Rearing-ampaired Children

,

4
Psycholinguistic studies with,normal7hearing persons

indicate that contex-

tual cues facilitate the identification of other slords by resPricting the I

number 'of possible responses (e.g., Miller and Isard, 1963; Leventhal, 1973).

For example, the sentence Context, "The cup was placed on the

predes information that can be used in.recognising the next word (i.e.

stable").. Contexr includes both the syntactic and semantic information in

. .

a sentence that primes alietener to expect particular

/
member words (Miller ''

and 'ard, 1963). The present study examines a semantic aspect of context,

and relationships between word meanings.

Rearing-impaired persons often

they cannot bear or lipread certain

lion AY particular words. It may'

1

to extract semantic and syntacticlinformation from intelligible words that

n i

partly compensates for word's thavare not intelligible. Recent work with

/

the Speech Perception in Noise ( PIN)test has, in fact, demonstrated use

have difficulty foligwing spe,ch because

speech sounds that permit the identifica-
.

possible, however, for impaired hearers

of contextual cues by adults with mild or moderate hearing losses. (Kalikow,

Stevens, and Elliott, 1977; Kalikow, Stevens, Gerstmin, and Morrison, 1976).

The extent to whicka hearing - impaired -child can use contextual cues

is not clear, however, for two reasons. First, if tike child loses his hearing

v

early in life, he may acquire a different linguist& base than the normal-



hearing child. Consequently, the child may!experierce difficulty using syntac

tic and semantic information that can facilitate understanding difficult

to hear speech. In addition, the decrement in hearing ability may force

the listener'to code each word'ai he hears it because he caiiiit identify

enough words to.form a useful contextual base.

The perception of spoken sentences. by hearing-impaired children has

received little research attention, with studies by Wilcox and Tobin (1974),
A

Davis and Bleksdell (1975) and Erber andKctiahon (19.76)' being exceptions.

None oT these studies, however, investigated effect/ of sentence context

upOn identification of a particular word in a sentence. y of the extent

to which hearing-impaired children use context in listening to sentences

maysuggest procedures that will help them comprehend speech that 4 difficUlt

to hear clearly.

The present study examined the extent that hearing-impaired children
M

uae contextual cues governed by relations between word meanings to facilitate

the identification of ceftain words in spoken sentences. Experiment 1 measured,

the predictability of.to--be-identified words (test words) in the context

of printed sentences. Experiment 2 determined the extent.to which hearing-

'impaired children could identify thE same test words in an auditory presentation

of

consisting of sentences employing different contextual words. She intent

of these experiments was to observe the, effects of manipulating semantic

information upon ease in identifyinga particular word; it was not to develop

materials for tasting.

6



Experiment 1

The primary purpose of Experiment 1 was to identify sentences,in which

normal-hearing children judged either kW that the test wordwas predictable.

from the context, or (b) that the test word was not predictable from the

contexr. An additional purpose of experiment 1 was to compare the sentence-
__

completion responses of normal-hearing and hearing-Impaired children.

Method

Subjects:. Subjects were 44 normal-hearing third and fourth graders

and 26 hearing-impaired-obildrep enrolled.in programs for the hearing-impaired

at local public schools. The ages of the hearing-impaired children ranged

frost 7 to 12 years (mean 9.9Y, and the ages of the naimal-hearing children

ranged from 9-11 years (been 9.8). The severity of loss for ypehearing-

. _

impaired, as measured-by the average of the pure-tone ehresholds/ior the,(

500-2000 Hz range in the better ear, varied from 60 to 103 dB, with a mean

of 79.8 d3. All had measurable hearing in the better ear at 500, 1000 and'

,a

2000 Rs. .

Incomplete sfintences: There were 11 three-sentence sets such as:

A
Incomplete Sentence Sentence Type - *Responses

1L)the little girl has a Reasonable

2. The little has a

3. The .' was grey.

-3

. Reasonable,

Neutral



For each of the 11 sets, there were two alternative responses The
.

reasonable sentences were' written with the expectatiqn that they would provide

contextual cues. (They are called
"reasonable" in order to contrast them

with the "unreasonable" sentences
which did not make sense end which were

AO/

used in Experiment 2.) The neutral
;sentences were written with the expectation

that contextual cues would be absent.

The incomplete sentences of the 11 sets were randomly distributed and

printed in a booklet with two sentences per page. For each incomplete sin-,

tends, the two alternative word's for completing the sentence (e.g., pail/tail)

"N,

weiq printed below the sentence, with a picture foreeach alternative..

The experimenter read each incomplete sentence out loud, and then the

child read the sentence silently and checked the word picture alternative

that best completed the sentence. Three practice items preceded the 33 test

items. ,

The normal-hearing children were tested as a group in theirlclassrooms.

The hearing-impaired
children were tested-individually

in a quiet room.

For the latter group, the experimenter used either speech or speech'with

signi, the communication
modebeing bised upon that

ordigerily,used in the

classroom.

Vocabularttest: A vocabulary test was administered to the hearing-

., impaired children prior to the sentence-completion test
to insure that they

knew the meanings of all the voids. The,vocabulary test
consisted of the

alternative words for competing the-sentences (e.g., pail/tail) and of the

key words in 'the incomplete sentence's
that pointed out the appropriate alter-
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.1

from aeon' three sentences
with distributions

Of 642/36%.
The distributions,

Percentages, for the retained
sentences are Iijted below:

1. ...The
(pail/tail) was grey.

453/47

2. Please live him the (map/match).

50/50

`3. Look at the (goat/boat)
overlthere.

59/41.

4. The (can/pan)
goes on the shelf.'

64/36

The distributions
forthe seven sentences.that-were

discarded ranged fitm

the/aforementioned
642/362 to 89%/112. (The more'frequent.responsb

is listed

first when the distribution
is not 50X/502)...

The eight reasonable sentences that ere retained
&elonged to the same

three-sentence
sets as did the retained neutral sentences.

These four pairs

of reaenable sentences-ire
showit-in

Table 1. For the seven discarded pairs

of reasonable
sentences, the distributions

ranged from 982/022 to 1002/002.

"(The appropriate
response is listed first.) Thus, seleCtion

of the retained .

sentences was actually based solely upon the neutral ones since the distribu-

tions for the retained and discarded retsonableAsenzetices
were similar.

Note that the selection of sentences
Jar further

study was based upon

'rata summarising
normal-hearing

aildiee's responses.
This selection procedt

identified sentences with contextudt cues
that the normal-hearintiChildren

recognrzed.
Thus, it was subicquently.possible

to evaluate hearing-impaired

lehildren'i responses to contextual_cues
generally recognized by aornyl-heari

.
children;

(Study of the heiiint-impaired
children's

responses
dealt only

a

- ,

r
et

with the retained sentences, even though they hadisctually
completed

bo$h

the retained and discarded sentences...)
/ --

.

.
.

.

, N.
)
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native (e.g., "girl" in'the sentence, "The little zirl4hai a
.1o)

1

" For each vocabulary test item, a response form provided four pictures, one

of which depicted the test word. After the wiperimenter had given a word

by saying it.and pointing to it on a lift of printed words, he asked the

child.to point to the correct alternative on the four-picture form. "The

children gave correct responses to all of the words.' The vocabglary test

1

was not administered to the normal-hearing children, on the assumption that

they were fmpiliar with all the words.

Results

Selection,of three-sentence sets with reasonable and
o
neutral sentences:

The procedure for seleiting the "reasonable" and neutral sentences bad two

steps: (a) Calculating, for each sentence, the percentage of completions
. ,

-4....

with each of the two alternative words; and (b) selecting the sentences

\ .

with relatively optimal response distributions. Fof the 11 neutral sentences,

the optimal distribution was a 502/502 split. This distribution would verify

that contextual ches were absent for the sentence; therefore., if the sentence

was presented in an acoustiCal.mode, performance should depend solely upon

the acoustical cues of the test word. For the 22 reasonable sentences, the

Optimal distribution was 1002/02 in favor of tfie'appropriate alternative

(e.g., "The little bui his a tail (vs. pail). ") This distribution would

dicate that context gOverned selection ofthe test word.

r
Three of the Ulm neuttal sentencesthat were retained for'further study

1had'distributions that were closer to 50X/50% than did the eight of her 'san-

t

tencese The fourth neutral sentences that was retained was randomly) lected

1

a

-5-
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Co: arison of res onses of normal-hearn an hesrin ired children

,
to reasonablNand neutral sentences: Table 1 also shows the responses of

A

the hearing - impaired children to the reasonable sentences in the three -sen-

tence setsfthat were retained for further study. StatistiCally significant
I

Insert Table 1 about here

differences in the distribution orresponses for the two groups were observed

for three of the eight reasonable and one of thetfour neutral sentences.

The normal-hearing children gave the appropriate completion alternative more

frequently than did the hearing- impaired children (or (a) "The little girl

had a (pail)," le. (I) - 11.56, 2 < .001; (b) "The cook took the coffee

from the (can)," 152-(1) 20.11, 2 <'.001; and (c) "You find (boats)

on .the sea," Z2(1) mm3.48,24.05. For one neutral sentence, "Please

give him the (match /map)," the selection pattern of the normal-hearing children

was -.closer to

children, ell

50 split than was the pattern of the hearing-impaired .

6.53, P 4.02, (normal-hearing 50% match/50%11k,

hearing-impaired 1. 812 match and 192 MA 2). Although there were thpse few

differences rnin the responses of the two groups,.the overall response pattes-
,

of the two groups were similar in the following respeots: (a) For.the reafon-
-

able sentences, the hearing-impaired aildren. generally'selected thlt alterna-

)111

.

time t the normal-hearing children considered appropriate. (b) For the

410

neutral sentences, both groups distributed their selections among the two

alternatives closer to a 50 -50 response pattern:than for the reasonable sen-

tences;

1 -7-
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Experiment /

The purposeof
Experiment 2 was to observe the effects of manipulating

seinanti infermation.upon
discrimination of alteinative words wittyhighacous-

;tic con usabili,ty by hearing-impaired
children. Three predictions were made:

.

h., '
i

iscrininating between two slather sounding
words is more difficult

..---,

when-these wbrds are presented in a entence Oith neutral context than when

they are resented in altentetice with a biasing word that is relatively.easx

to discr 'nate from a corresponding word in a second sentence. For eianple,

it ihoul be relatively easy for a child to discriminate between and

i
.

12ifif hey occur n'the respective sentences:

Little AL.11 has

e littleta has a tail. :

After bearing one of these +tenets, the child is asked whether he heard

el

tag or. tail.
casOthe child will 'usually select the correct.alter-

s

native because its meaning is consistent
with that of the'biasing word.

e

On the other hand, it should be relatively
difficult for the child to discrimi-

nate-between
pail and tail if he hears one of them in the-nnutral_contextr

4
"The was grey." Similar sounding pairs 0 words,such as pail

0

0

and tail, are likely to be confused by impaired listeners.
In Experiment

2 the alternatives for the test word, allays differed by one consonant and

were based on consonant oonfusions.for
impaired hearers repOrted by Oifensx

1

Benedict and Schubert (1972).

2. Children will more frequently identify the correct word ,in a pair-
,

when it is ilk a sentence- where,the
relationship between the biasing and test

A 1

-8-
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1 word is reasonable than Wane 4ere 'the relationship is- unreasonable, as
, .

---ii4.4.

th, "The little Lia has A tail." If listeners perform better on sentences'

4

with a reasonable relatio0ip'be en the biasing and the test word than
A

bp sentences with at unreasonable Ittionshipv this pattern would suggest

that biasing words are'being accurately registered and relatdd to the test

wore. .presumably, listeners'would do worse on the unreasonable sentences,

because the biasing word'would induce the listeners to-ignore the acoustical

information in the teat word.

3. CUldren will less frequently identify the test word correctly

when it' is in a sentence with as unreasonable relationship between the biising

and the test word than when it is in a sentence with neutral context.
411

' Method

Overview: Each of the two periods in Experiment 2'was comprised of

word-discrimination training follored by sentence testing. The word-d4scrimin-

atiou training was conducted to insure that the children could discriminate
. .

P\*

4.,

the biasing words in isolation. The subsequent sentence testing was conducted

to observe effects of manipulating the biasing words upon f

s.

rimination
. \ .

of acoustically confusino wordier In one period, this testing included senten7
,

.

ces with a reasonable relationship between the biasing and-test word; itt-k

the other period, the testing included sentences with an unreasonable relation-

..,sbipletween the words. (Both periods included sentences with neutral context.)

The word-discrienation training and the sentence testing will be described

separately.

-9.
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Word- discrimination trainin&

Naterials: F Tr).
Two word lists were recorded on'tapes by a male-talker. Each had

two practice voile, followed by 12 words to be used suVsequfttly in reasonable

or unreasonable sentences. For-ist 1, the training words were selected

from the pairs chicken-coffee and idaggi, with each word being presented

three times in the list in randomised order. For List 2, the training words.

were selected from the pairs lire-trip and farm-sea.

.

, 2. For each list, a separate sheet showed the words in type..and corre-

e I(

.,N

sponding pittusrs.

3. There were five xesiOnsel-Cards per list. Each card had four pic-

tures: two depicting words on the list and two depicting foil words. For

example, one-of the cards had pictures of "dog," "girt," "star," and "broom,"

with the words from the lit* being "girl" andyrdog."

All testing was condUcted "Me-to-face." First, the child was shown'

the shlla; a randomly selected list and asked to sign each word

*as he point he 'corresponding picture. All childmikdid this task cor-

rectly.-
_A.

Next, the child was instructed to listen over headsets to words from

1

4, the.12-item list and to point,tq the picture for the word on the response

1,

card.. Whenever the child was correct, the trainer said "right.'1 -The criterion

for completing training was 12 consecutive correct discriminations.

Sublects1 Subjects were the same 26 hearing-impaired children who particilw

laatsd in Experiment 1. Twenty-one children met criterion by the fifth present.-

tion of the 12 -item list. Ths five children who did not meet criterion by

the fifth presentation were dropped from thr study.

14



Sentence tasting: In sentence testing, the biasing words were identical

to those used in discrimination testing. For example, if a child receive(

word-diecrimination training with a list that included the word 211, he was

. subsequently tasted with a eet of sentences that included, "pke little la
/'

had a tail." (If the period included reason ble sentences.)

4111The reasonable and neutral sentences tained from Experiment 1 were

also used in Experiment 2. In addition t a matching set of unreasonable sen-

tences-was generated by substituting the alternate response as the test word.

(e.g. Inserting pail, for tail, to make, "The little as had a pail.") By

using'the 'same word in each of theseforms, it was pdssible to control for

the effect of variation in1estvords.

/,,Experiment 2 was designed, id that children did not hear the same.sentence

*
in each of the two periods. in one period, they heard four of the test words

in reasonable sentences and the usher four words in neutral sentences. yin

the other period, they heard.the -.latter four words in unreasonable sentences,

and the former four in neutral ones. 47he presentation of reasonable or unrea-

sonable sentences was counterbalanced across periods.

Eight lists were prepared for recording in order to achieve the counterbal-

*min and to vary the presentation order of test items. Each of these lists

had 32 sentences, broken down into: (a) Two practice sentences, six

foil sentences, 'and (c) 24 test sentences. Each of the eight test sentences

(four neutral, four reasonable or four unreasonable) was used three times

'in a list. The foil sentences were inserted in order to provide some relatively

easy items and to increase the interval between repetitions of a test item.

For each sentence, there was card'that depicted the test word and a similar

sounding word (e.g., pictures of fail and tail).

is

*,



4,

Instructions were given face-to-fice.
Children were told that sone

oftbe sentences
might be hard for them to understand; in addition, before

A

receiving the unreasonable sentences,
they were'told

that-some of the sentences.

55..

would be.funnrand not make sense. I

The sentences were
again presented over headsets. Immediately after

.hearing-eaciesentence,
children sawace of the cards depicting a testword

and the other word L the pair.
Selection of the picture for the word in

the just-presented
sentence constituted

the measure of performance.
Sentence-

.

presentation rate waS paced by the subject:, In each peril!, children heard

three
repetitions of one 3V-item list and three

repetitions of a second list

..
that contained the sameitems

arranged in a different order.

!esolts: A.*

The neutral sentences were divided into the Set that accompanied. the

reasonable
sentences and the set that accompanied the unreasonable ones.

.

Contequently, the
espetimental design had three factors: (a) Reasonable/unrea-

sonahl4 vit. neutral sentences (b) reasonable and accorenxine
neutral sen -

tences vs. unreasonable and accompanying neutral sentences, and (c) pairs,

of trials. ,Table 2 shows the mean per ent correct for reasonable, unreasonab

end nentra1 sentences (with the data d played
separatel; for the 2 sex.

(--
of niutral ones).

These data are the proportin of correct selections of.

the teat word for three airs of trials. Since in
responding to a sentence,

the ibild always decided bet en two alternatives, chance performance level

yeS 50A r 7-A

-12-



Insert Table 2 about here

'

It was .predicted that :children would select the correct word more fre-'

. . .
.

'quently when the biasing sentences were reasonable thin vbiR they. were unrei -

40
. .

-seeable. It was also predicted that children would not differ in the frequency

in which they selected the correct word when the two sets of sentences were
4

neutral. Cire% these predictions, the analysis of Variance was expected

to yield a significant interaction dr the two relevant factors (reasonable/

unreasonable vs. neutral and reasonable/neutral vs. unreasonable/neutral

sentences). In fact; this was the outcome, t(4419) Is 49.89, 4.001. Follow-

up aftarises with Tukey's HSD test showed that children selected the correct

word more frequently when the sentences were reasonable than when they were

unreasonable Furthermore, there was not a significant cliff/frame

.
in perforeence.when the two sets were neutral.

Furt4ler analysis with the 88D test bowed that children made sore correct

selections,whenthe sentences,vere neutral than when they were unreasonable

4(.01), ai had been predicted. However, children did not make significantly

more correct selections in the reasonable sentences than in the neutral ones,
A

altbough the means wee in the predicted direction.

41
The analysis of variance yielded only one other significant effect:

Children selected the correct word more' frequently when the sentences were
4 .

the reasonable and accompanying neutral ones than when they mere &he unreaion-

able and accompanying neutral ones, 7(1,19) 0 44.04, .001.

6

17.
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Discussion

4,

The principle findings were (a) that the hearing-impaired children ;

gads more correct
sections of,the test word in the reasonable sentence$ ''

.

,

than in the unreasonable ones; and (b) they made fewer correct selections

in the unreasonable
sentences than in the neutral ones. Furthermore, children

made more correct selections in the reasonelbp!; Sentences than in the neutral

liones, although differ was s not stetistically significint.

The finding that children
/.

did better on the reasonable sentences than

on Cheunreasonable ones:suggests that, in general, children extracted meaning

from the kissing context and used this information to select the test word.

In bearing a sentence such as, "The Tittle has a tail," thiNhild may

have registered all the words but the test one, for which he could not tell

acoustically whether he had beard a 4/ or a /t/i however, he could compensate

(or this confusion by, using semantic knowledge that iddicated that tail was

the appropriatelvord. On the other hand, the poor performance on the unreason-.

able 'eaten suggests that, in this case, the contactual information overrode

the acoustic cuss. Of course, if the test.
alternatives had not been so 'Jailer

sounding, context might not hive:had as strong an effect.

The intermediate perfermanie when fte sentences were neutral is also

consistent with the interpretation that relations between word meanings governed

selection of the test word.
'These sentences did not have word-meaning inform,-

tioe thet could either facilitate or interfere with selection of the correct

test word.

).
18

=14-
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This emphasis on the'role of word meaning assumes that words serving

as cues for normal-hearing children can also serve as cues for hearing-impaired

childrce. This assumption is necessary because the,sentences used to examine

the effects of context were identified on the basis of normal-hearing dhildren's
'Mr

recognition of their contextual cues. On the whole, the data from both Experi-

bents 1 and 2 indicated that the hearing-impaired4ehildren also recognized

these cues.

The discrimination training for the biasing words may haVO played an

essential role in the manipulation of context to influence selection of the

test word. For the reasonable sentences, the discrimination.fraining may

41 have increased the extent childien registered the biasing words in subsequent

sentence, testing; consequently, more cues were available for inferring the

correct test word. On the other hand, for the unreasonable sentences, the

discrimination training may have made more cues available that vere misleading.

Consequently, the listener vai more likely to ignore the acoustic cues in

the test word. Results from a pilot study suggest that 0Word-discrimina-

ti
tion training played an essential vole (Stinson, 1976). This study did not

include prior discrimination training for the biasing words, and the results

,indicated that,' without,the discrimination traiping, manipulation of context

did not influence ideittification Of the test word.

The findings of the present study are constent with the proposition

that sentence' comprehension involves an intricate interplay betv'en linguistic

and perceptual processes. While there seem to be many techniques avaiable

for diagnosing deficiepcies in the 'auditory- perceptual process, there are

few techniques for diagnosing and remediatini the kills that link perceptual

-15-
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and linguistic processes. Further descriptioti and understanding of these

*linking" skills is needed since they are crucial in sentence comprehension,

and consequently, in communication.
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Table 1

Normal-Hearing and Hearing-Impaired Children's

Responses to Incomplete Sentences
o

aireof incomplete sentences with ,

possible responses in ( ) and the

appropriate one underlined

;

Percentage of Appropriate

and Inappropriate Responses

.*

40

Ia. The little girl has a'

(pail/tail).

lb. ihe little dog has a

(tail /pail).

2a. The cook took the coffee

from the (can/pan).

2b. The k took the chicken

fr the:he (mmican).

3a. We need a (match/map) for the

/fire: ,

3b. We need a (map/match) for the

trip.

4a. You find (goats/boats).on the

farm.

4b. itip find (boats/goats) on the

sea.

aA 44

b
n 26

24

Normal

Hearin--

Approp.

, 42

Hearingb

Approp. Inapp.

82, 1Z '

Inapp.

58

94 2 96

98 2 54 46

94 oe,"" 6 89 11.

100 0 96 4

100 0 > 96 4

100 0 96 .44

100 0 92

NI
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-4,

Reasonable

Unreasonable ,

Set accompanied
by reasonable

Set accompanied
by unreasonable

4

Table 2

Mean Percent Correct for

Reasonable, Unreasonable

and Neutral Sentences/

1

M

- 2

SD

Siasini.Sentences

...

5

M

7 6

SD

'4 ,

Pairs of Trials

3 - 4

M SD

.83 .14
.80 .16

.35 .20 .33 .21 .33 .24

Neutral Sentences

.65 .14 .65 .14 .63 .16

.63 .16 .65 .17, .63 .16

r

N.Stinso-2
r(7/7/80)11,0
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